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Abstract
Necessary and su2cient conditions (n.a.s.c) are found for a subgroup of the automorphism group of a
3nite graph to be realizable as the restriction to an invariant spine of some group of homeomorphisms of a
compact surface. Also, n.a.s.c. are found for the restricted case when the surface is required to be orientable.
The conditions are formulated in terms of the action of stabilizers of vertices on their stars. In both cases, a
parametrization of the possible representations is given. Several examples are treated, as well as an application
to deciding whether a given 3nite group of outer automorphisms of a free group is realizable via a surface
homeomorphism.
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1. Introduction
Motivated in part by recent work exploiting the relation between mapping classes on compact
surfaces and self-maps of 3nite graphs [1,3,4,7], we consider in this paper the problem, given
an automorphism g :X → X of a 3nite graph X (resp. a subgroup G6Aut(X)), of determining
whether there exists a homeomorphism h : S → S (resp. H6Homeo(S)) on some punctured surface
(compact 2-manifold with nonempty boundary) with an invariant subgraph homeomorphic to X
whose restriction to X agrees with g (resp. G).
The 3rst two sections of the paper sketch ways of constructing a punctured surface S with a
given graph X as its spine, and given a homeomorphism of S leaving X invariant, how to extract
combinatorial data (formulated purely in terms of X) which determine the homeomorphism up to a
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natural equivalence relation. Section 4 addresses the local case of the embedding problem: the graph
is a star Xv, so the automorphisms can be coded as permutations of the rays, and we determine
which groups of permutations Gv6SN can be embedded in a 3nite homeomorphism group on a
disc. This amounts to characterizing the subgroups of SN which are conjugate to a subgroup of
IN , the standard representation of the symmetries of the N -gon (Theorem 1). Section 5 globalizes
these considerations, giving necessary and su2cient conditions for a subgroup G6Aut(X) (for any
3nite graph) to be realizable via some 3nite group of surface homeomorphisms (Theorem 2). These
conditions can be summarized as: (1) the stabilizer of any vertex acts eIectively on its star, and
is conjugate to a subgroup of IN , and (2) any automorphism taking an edge to itself (as a set) is
an involution. Variants of these conditions apply when the surface is required to be orientable, and
when the homeomorphisms are required to preserve an orientation. For all of these problems, we
can explicitly parametrize the set of combinatorially distinct solutions.
Section 6 establishes that every 3nite group of punctured surface homeomorphisms has an invariant
spine—so our graph-based analysis applies to all 3nite groups of punctured surface homeomorphisms.
Section 7 shows that collapsing invariant forests does not destroy realizability. This allows us to
sketch a 3nite algorithm for deciding whether a given 3nite subgroup of Out(Fn) can arise from the
action on the fundamental group induced by some group of surface homeomorphisms.
This paper bene3ted from useful conversations with FranLcois Gautero, Sava Krsti$c, James Mon-
taldi, Bob Penner, Chris Thomas, Enric Ventura and Richard Weiss. In addition to thanking these col-
leagues, the second author thanks the Institut Non-LinePaire de Nice and the University of Nice-Sophia
Antipolis for their hospitality and support during his stay at INLN, when this project was begun.
2. Basic realizations
Throughout this paper, X denotes a graph (a 3nite one-dimensional CW complex) with vertex set
vert(X) and edge set E(X). Vertices are assumed to have valence 1 (ends) or valence ¿ 3 (essential
vertices). Edges are directed, so that for e∈E(X) the initial (resp. terminal) vertex 
(e) (resp. !(e))
is well-de3ned, and E(X) also contains the reversal Re with opposite orientation, so 
( Re) =!(e) and
!( Re) = 
(e). The undirected arc common to e and Re is the geometric edge |e|. The (combinatorial)
star of v∈ vert(X) consists of all edges emanating from v: star(v) := {e∈E(X) |!(e) = v} while
the geometric star Xv is a small neighborhood of v in X, a tree with one edge for each e∈ star(v).
When X contains no loops at v;Xv is homeomorphic to (and will sometimes be identi3ed with) the
union
⋃{|e| |e∈ star(v)}.
The group Aut(X) of automorphisms (simplicial self-homeomorphisms) of X is naturally identi3ed
with the subgroup of permutations of E(X) respecting incidence and commuting with reversal. If
 :X ,→ S is an embedding of X in a punctured surface, then a subgroup G of Aut(X) is realized over
 by a group H6Homeo(S) if the embedded graph (X) is H -invariant and the pullback h → g :=
−1 ◦h◦ is an isomorphism between H and G. Two embeddings i : X ,→ Si (resp. realizations over
i by Hi6Homeo(Si)), i=1; 2, are combinatorially equivalent if some homeomorphism  : S1 → S2
satis3es 2 =  ◦ 1 on X (resp. also h2 =  ◦ h1 ◦ −1 on S1).
An embedded subgraph is a spine for S if the embedding is a homotopy equivalence. We will
freely ignore the distinction between X and its embedded image in S. Every punctured surface has
spines, and in Section 6 we show that every 3nite group of homeomorphisms leaves some spine
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(setwise) invariant. A realization of G6Aut(X) on a spine is a basic realization of G. Every
realization of G by H factors through a basic realization on some H -invariant subsurface. We will
focus on basic realizations.
A spine X for the punctured surface S determines a natural CW structure on S [1,6,7,10]: each
v∈ vert(X) is at the center of a regular N -gon D(v) (where N is the valence of v), in which Xv
consists of rays bisecting the faces of D(v), and for each e∈E(X), a rectangular band R(|e|) in-
tersecting |e| along its midline joins a face of D(
(e)) to a face of D(!(e)). Given an orientation
of D(v), the embedding of Xv is encoded in the cyclic permutation of star(v) corresponding to the
counterclockwise ordering of the rays; the opposite orientation corresponds to the inverse permuta-
tion. Any cyclic permutation v determines such an embedding Xv ,→ D(v); these embeddings are
combinatorially distinct unless the corresponding permutations agree up to inversion. We refer to a
cyclic permutation v of star(v) as a local orientation of X at v and to any permutation  of E(X)
whose cycles are the sets star(v), v∈ vert(X) as a transverse orientation on X.
A transverse orientation  on X determines an embedding of a neighborhood of vert(X) into the
disjoint union of oriented polygons D(v), v∈ vert(X). The rest of X consists of the midlines of the
bands R(|e|), e∈E(X), so the graph structure determines which face of D(
(e)) (resp. D(!(e))) is
attached to the appropriate end of R(|e|); there are two topologically (and combinatorially) distinct
ways to attach a given band R(|e|) to these two end faces. We call a geometric edge |e| of X oriented
with respect to  if the orientations on D(v) determined by v := |star(v), v = 
(e); !(e) can be
jointly extended to an orientation of D(
(e)) ∪ R(|e|) ∪ D(!(e)) and disoriented otherwise. Note
that a loop or an edge from an end of X is automatically oriented, but in general this designation
is only de3ned relative to given local orientations at the ends.
Any pair (;D), where  is a transverse orientation on X and D is a list of geometric edges,
determines a punctured surface S(;D) (with D the list of disoriented edges) and an embedding
X ,→ S(;D) as a spine, up to combinatorial equivalence. A local inversion at v∈ vert(X)—replacing
v by its inverse and switching designations for all edges at v—results in (′;D′) for which the
embedding is combinatorially equivalent, and in general any two combinatorially equivalent spine
embeddings are connected by a 3nite sequence of local inversions. In particular,  corresponds to
an orientation on the surface S(; ∅), so S(;D) is orientable if and only if via local inversions D
can be replaced by the empty set.
3. Standard realizations
The embedding X ,→ S(;D) can be constructed for any transverse orientation  on X and any
list D of disoriented edges, but the action of a subgroup G of Aut(X) does not always extend to a
realization over this embedding. In this section we investigate which subgroups can be realized over
a given embedding X ,→ S(;D).
Note 3rst that the combinatorial equivalence class of any realization of G over X ,→ S(;D) is
determined by G,  and D, and has a standard representative which can be constructed from this
data alone. This is based on two observations. First, for a common 3xedpoint s of any 3nite group
of homeomorphisms of the punctured surface S, the intersection of images of a su2ciently small
disc neighborhood of s is again a neighborhood whose component containing s is a topological disc.
Second, a 3nite group of homeomorphisms of a 2-disc is conjugate to a group of isometries of
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some regular N -gon [11]. Thus up to combinatorial equivalence we can assume the action of the
stabilizer subgroup Gv := {g∈G | g(v) = v} extends to a subgroup of the isometries of the N -gon
D(v); when v is an essential vertex, this extension is determined by the permutations of the faces
of D(v), or equivalently the group of permutations of star(v) induced by Gv. Standard isometries
determine an isometric extension of the action of all of G on the union
⋃{D(v) | v∈ vert(X)}. But
the (isometric) action on each band R(|e|), e∈ star(v) is determined by the boundary behavior,
so the action of G on S(;D) is determined. We refer to this representation of the combinatorial
equivalence class of a realization (when it is nonempty) as the standard realization of G over the
embedding X ,→ S(;D),
To decide whether a given pair (;D) admits a (standard) realization of G6Aut(X) over the
embedding X ,→ S(;D), we 3rst study the local situation: our graph is the geometric star Xv for
some v∈ vert(X), the transverse orientation is a local one, and the surface is D(v) ≈ S(v; ∅); we
want to see whether a given subgroup Gv6Aut(Xv) extends to D(v). If we number the elements of
star(v) (equivalently, the geometric edges of Xv) in some a priori manner, say star(v)={e0; : : : ; eN−1},
then Aut(Xv) is naturally identi3ed with the symmetric group SN (where N is the valence of v).
The isometries of a regular N -gon form a (dihedral) group generated by a counterclockwise
rotation through 1=N turns together with any reTection about an axis through the center which at
either end meets the edge of the N -gon at the midpoint of a face or a corner (which we call a
;ip). The rotation induces the cyclic permutation v ∈SN de3ned by the local orientation. If our
a priori numbering of star(v) agrees with v—that is, v takes the ith edge to the (i + 1)th edge
(modN )—then the isometry group of the N -gon induces the subgroup IN6SN generated by
#(i) = i + 1 (modN )
and
(i) =−i (modN ):
In addition to the order relations #N = 2 = id, these permutations satisfy the mutual relation
 ◦ # ◦ = #−1:
Thus, IN is a dihedral group with 2N elements, and for N¿ 3 the subgroup I+N generated by #
(corresponding to the rotations of D(v)) has index 2; the other coset I+N corresponds to the Tips.
If N ¡ 3, IN = I+N has N elements, each corresponding to both a rotation and a Tip.
In general, the cyclic permutation v given by a local orientation de3nes a renumbering of star(v)
via
yi = iv(e0) i = 0; : : : ; N − 1
and if the stabilizer Gv extends to D(v) over Xv ,→ S(v; ∅), this renumbering gives a conjugacy in
SN between Gv and a subgroup G∗v of IN . The subgroup G+v corresponding to G∗v ∩ I+N consists of
the elements of Gv which preserve v (i.e., commute with it as permutations in SN )
g ◦ v ◦ g−1 = v;
while the elements of Gv corresponding to the coset I+N reverse (or anticommute with) v:
g ◦ v ◦ g−1 = Rv:
The former (resp. latter) are virtual rotations (resp. virtual ;ips) with respect to v.
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Clearly, a subgroup Gv6Aut(Xv) which extends to S(v; ∅) consists of virtual rotations and
virtual Tips with respect to v (and for v essential, the two types are distinct). The converse is also
true. Given an a priori numbering star(v) = {e0; : : : ; eN−1} and the corresponding identi3cation of
Aut(Xv) with SN , we have
Lemma 1. Suppose Gv is a subgroup of Aut(Xv) ≈ SN and v is a local orientation at v (i.e., a
cyclic element of SN ). Then the following are equivalent:
1. Every element of Gv either preserves or reverses v;
2. Gv is conjugate (via i → iv(e0)) to a subgroup of IN ;
3. The action of Gv on Xv extends to D(v) = S(v; ∅) over the embedding Xv ,→ S(v; ∅).
Proof. We 3rst show (1)⇒ (3). Set yi = iv(e0); i= 0; : : : ; N − 1, and pick g∈Gv, de3ning k by
yk = g(y0):
If g is a virtual rotation, then taking indices modN , the relation g ◦ v = v ◦ g gives
g(yi) = yk+i = kv(yi);
so as elements of SN ,
g= kv
and g extends to D(v) as the counterclockwise rotation through k=N turns.
If g is a virtual Tip, we can write (modN )
g(yi) = yk−i:
The only possible 3xedpoint for i=0; : : : ; k occurs at the midpoint i= i0 := k=2, provided k is even.
If k is odd, we can still view the action of g on the indices i=0; : : : ; k as a “reTection” across i= i0.
If k ¡N , the action on the rest of the indices can be expressed as
g(yk+j) = yN−j j = 1; : : : ; N − k − 1
with a similar structure with respect to j0 := (N − k)=2. The ray hitting the edge of D(v) at the
midpoint of face i0 or the corner common to faces i0± 12 and the corresponding ray for N + j0 form
an axis, and reTection across this extends g to D(v).
Finally, these extensions of individual virtual rotations and Tips as isometries are uniquely deter-
mined if N¿ 3, so in that case we have extended Gv to a group of isometries of D(v). This proves
(1)⇒ (3) for N¿ 3, and N = 1 is a trivial exercise.
But the implications (3)⇒ (2)⇒ (1) follow from our earlier discussion.
A group of permutations will be called a geometrizable permutation group if it is conjugate in
SN to a subgroup of IN .
To globalize this condition, consider the action of g∈Aut(X) on the transverse orientation  via
conjugation (as permutations of E(X)):
g∗() := g ◦  ◦ g−1:
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Note that g∗() is again a transverse orientation: g∗ transports the local orientation v := |star(v)
to an orientation at g(v):
g∗()g(v) = g∗(v) = g ◦ v ◦ g−1:
Looking at  as a choice of orientations on the polygonal discs D(v), v∈ vert(X), a straightforward
argument using Lemma 1 shows that g extends to a self-homeomorphism of the (disjoint) union⋃
v∈vert(X)D(v) precisely if g∗() is compatible with , in the sense that at every vertex v∈ vert(X),
g∗()|star(v) = v or Rv:
We will say g respects  if this holds.
Assuming g respects , the extension to the bands R(|e|) of the action of g on geometric edges
depends on a twisting condition. We say that g twists the geometric edge |e| if it has an opposite
eIect on the local orientations at the ends of |e|—that is, for one of the two directions on |e|, we
have
g∗(
(e)) = g(
(e)); g∗(!(e)) = g(!(e)):
Note that twisting is only de3ned relative to two pairs of local orientations, one at the ends of
|e| and the other at the ends of g(|e|). A loop, as well as an edge at an end of X, is never twisted.
Under a homeomorphism of S(;D), a twisted edge and its image must consist of one oriented and
one disoriented edge. Since the union D(
(e)) ∪R(|e|) ∪D(!(e)) is a disc unless |e| is a loop, it
is straightforward to prove
Lemma 2. An automorphism g∈Aut(X) extends to a self-homeomorphism of S(;D) i=
1. g respects .
2. The set of geometric edges twisted by g is precisely the symmetric di=erence Dg(D).
We will say g is coherent with the pair (;D) if both conditions of the lemma hold. Certainly,
for a subgroup G6Aut(X), coherence of every element is necessary for realizability on S(;D).
Conversely, the uniqueness of the standard realizations shows that it is su2cient:
Proposition 1. A subgroup G6Aut(X) is realizable over the embedding X ,→ S(;D) if and only
if every element g∈G is coherent with (;D).
We have used the notation Gv for the stabilizer of a vertex v∈ vert(X) in G6Aut(X), as well
as for a subgroup of Aut(Xv) ≈ SN . In general, these two subgroups are distinct, but under the
conditions of Proposition 1 our abuse of notation is justi3ed by the following:
Lemma 3. If X is connected with no valence 2 vertices, the stabilizer of an essential vertex
v∈ vert(X) acts e=ectively on star(v). That is, if g∈Aut(X) is coherent with respect to (;D)
and ?xes all edges in star(v) for some essential vertex v0, then g= id on X.
Proof. Suppose g(e) = e for some edge and v = 
(e) is an essential vertex. If we know that g
preserves v, then it 3xes every edge at v. But coherence implies that e is not twisted, so g also
preserves !(e), and so 3xes every edge in star(!(e)). Let e0; : : : ; ek be a reduced edge path from v0
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to vk+1: for i=1; : : : ; k; ei = Rei−1 and 
(ei) := vi=!(ei−1). Then v0; : : : ; vk are essential vertices and
induction on k shows that g preserves vk+1 . Thus g 3xes every edge in the star of every essential
vertex; but this includes all geometric edges, so g= id on X.
4. Geometrizable permutation groups
In view of Proposition 1, our central problem becomes: given G6Aut(X), 3rst determine whether
or not G is coherent with some pair (;D) and if so, determine all such pairs. This section is devoted
to the local version of this problem, to identify, in terms of conjugacy invariants, the subgroups of
SN which are conjugate to subgroups of IN , and for any such subgroup Gv to determine all local
orientations v respected by Gv.
For an individual permutation g∈SN , we wish to determine the set
Z+(g) := {v ∈SN | v cyclic and gv = vg}
of local orientations preserved by g and the set
Z−(g) := {v ∈SN | v cyclic and gv = Rvg}
of local orientations reversed by g.
Note 3rst that v ∈Z+(g) if and only if g is a power of v. If v is cyclic of order N then
the number of cycles for a power av is m = gcd(a; N ) and of course each has length ‘ = N=m. In
particular, a virtual rotation is equicyclic: all cycles have equal length. Conversely, suppose g is
equicyclic, with m cycles of length ‘ (so N = m‘). Let
= y0; : : : ; ym−1
be a section of g, an ordered choice of representatives from the cycles of g. This determines a
unique cyclic permutation v with g= v(m), obtained by numbering the rest of Y = star(v) via
yi+mj = gj(yi); i = 0; : : : ; m− 1; j = 0; : : : ; ‘ − 1
and then setting v(yi) = yi+1 for i = 0; : : : ; N − 2 and v(yN−1) = y0. This shows that Z+(g) is
nonempty precisely if g is equicyclic.
To 3nd all v ∈Z+(g), note that for any such v, and any reference point y0 ∈Y , the elements
yi := iv(y0), i = 0; : : : ; m− 1 must belong to distinct cycles of g, and ym := mv (y0) must belong to
the same g-cycle as y0, so ym = gd(y0) for some 0¡d¡‘ and since gd must be transitive on the
cycle, d must be relatively prime to ‘. But then the rest of the action of v on Y is determined by
yi+mj := i+mjv (y0) = 
mj
v (yi) = g
dj(yi) i = 0; : : : ; m− 1; j = 0; : : : ; ‘ − 1:
Thus, we have
Proposition 2. For g∈SN , the set Z+(g) of cyclic permutations commuting with g is nonempty if
and only if g is equicyclic. If g has m cycles of length ‘, then given y0 ∈Y , the map
Z+(g)→ Ym
de?ned by
v → (v(y0); 2v(y0); : : : ; mv (y0))
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is a bijection between the set Z+g of local orientations preserved by g and the set +(g) of ordered
m-tuples (y0; : : : ; ym) satisfying
1. y0; : : : ; ym belong to distinct g-cycles.
2. ym = gd(y0) for some d relatively prime to ‘.
The proof of Lemma 1 has two consequences of importance for the study of Z−(g). First, any
virtual Tip is bicyclic: aside from at most two 3xedpoints, every point belongs to a 2-cycle of g. If
g∈SN has f∈{0; 1; 2} 3xedpoints and t 2-cycles, then N = f+ 2t (so f has the same party as N )
and the number of g-cycles is  = f+ t= (N + f)=2. Second, if g is realized by a Tip of D(v), each
of the two closed arcs cut out of the circumference by the axis of reTection determines a section
for g
− = y0; : : : ; y −1
ordered counterclockwise, with the additional property that 3xedpoints of g (if any) occur only at
the ends of the sequence:
Fix(g) ⊂ {y0; y −1}: (1)
In general, a proper section for a bicyclic permutation g is an ordered section satisfying (1). The
dual of − is its g-image
′− := g(−) = y
′
0; : : : ; y
′
 −1
with
y′i := g(y −1−i) i = 0; : : : ;  − 1: (2)
This is also a proper section for g, corresponding (in the case of a realization) to the opposite arc
in the circumference of D(v). When a section − comes from a geometric realization, the local
orientation v satis3es
v(yi) = yi+1; i = 0; : : : ;  − 2 (3)
and the point y = y0 is the only point of − satisfying
g(y)∈{y; Ry}: (4)
A proper section − for the bicyclic permutation g∈SN is coordinated with the cyclic permutation
v if (3) holds and y = y0 is the only solution of (4) in −. Note that by (2), coordination with
− is equivalent to coordination with its dual.
Conversely, given any proper section − for the bicyclic permutation g∈SN , Eqs. (1)–(4) de-
termine a local orientation coordinated with − and its dual as follows. Let "∈{1; 2} be the order
of the g-cycle through y −1: the endpoint y −1 of − belongs to the dual ′− if and only if "= 1,
in which case y −1 = y′0; in either case, y′0 should be numbered y −1+"−1, and further elements are
y′i = y −1+"−1+i i = 0; : : : ;  − 1 (5)
or equivalently
y −1+j = y′j+1−" j =  − 1; : : : ; N −  : (6)
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The resulting numbering
Y = {y0; : : : ; yN−1}
de3nes a cyclic permutation
v(yi) = yi+1 (modN )
coordinated with −=y0; : : : ; y −1 and its dual. The numbering obtained by the analogous construc-
tion starting from the dual is a cyclic shift of this one, so the resulting permutation is the same
element of Z−(g). This proves
Proposition 3. Given g∈SN , the set Z−(g) of cyclic permutations anticommuting with g is nonempty
if and only if g is bicyclic. Furthermore, there is a bijection between the set Z−(g) of local
orientations reversed by g and the set −(g) of dual pairs of proper sections for g.
Using Eqs. (2)–(6), we can locate every point of Y using only data from a single proper section
− = y0; : : : ; y −1, via
j+ −1v (y0) = yj+ −1 = y
′
j+1−" = g(y +"−j−2); (7)
−iv (y0) = yN−i = y
′
 −1−(i+"′−2) = g(yi+"′−2): (8)
We also note in passing that if N =1 or 2, then Rv= v and every element of SN is both equicyclic
and bicyclic (with Z+(g)=Z−(g)) while for N¿ 3, g∈SN is both equicyclic and bicyclic iI every
g-cycle has length 2.
If a permutation group Gv6SN is geometrizable, then any conjugacy with G∗v 6 IN de3nes a
cyclic subgroup G+v of index at most 2, generated by any element #∈G+v of maximal order (# must
be equicyclic by Proposition 2), while any element ’∈Gv\G+v satis3es ’#’= R# and (by Proposition
3) is bicyclic. If Gv = G+v , then ’ and # generate Gv. In particular, a geometrizable permutation
group is either
1. cyclic, generated by any element # of maximal order, which is equicyclic, or
2. dihedral, generated by an equicyclic element # of order ‘¿ 1 and a bicyclic element ’ such that
’#’= R#.
(Note that case (2) includes the possibility that #= id.)
Conversely, any group of type (1) is geometrizable, by Proposition 2. In case (2), we have
Z+(#) and Z−(’) both nonempty, and the group they generate is geometrizable if and only if the
intersection Z+(#) ∩ Z−(’) is nonempty. This is not a consequence of the given data, as shown by
the following example. Let #; ’∈S8 be the permutations
#(i) = i + 1 (mod 4); #(i + 4) = #(i) + 4;
’(i) =−i (mod 4); ’(i + 4) = ’(i) + 4
for i = 0; 1; 2; 3. Here # has two 4-cycles, ’ has four 2-cycles, and ’#’ = R#, so they generate a
dihedral subgroup Gv of S8, and both Z+(#) and Z−(’) are nonempty. However, any v ∈Z+(#)
interchanges the two sets {0; 1; 2; 3} and {4; 5; 6; 7} while any proper section for ’ has  = 4, with
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y3 and y′0 =’(y3) both in the same one of these sets. It follows that no proper section for ’ can be
coordinated with any v ∈Z+(#), so Z+(#)∩ Z−(’) = ∅ and Gv is not geometrizable. This situation
can be visualized as coming from the automorphism of a bouquet of 4 circles in which the ith circle
is taken to the reversal of the (i + 1)th circle; it was pointed out to us by Chris Thomas.
Another way to see that the group Gv is not geometrizable is to note that the product permutation
’# has the two 2-cycles {0; 2} and {4; 6} and four 3xedpoints 1,3,5,7, and hence is neither bicyclic
nor equicyclic. In fact, a dihedral permutation group with presentation 〈#; ’|#‘ = ’2 = id; ’#’= R#〉
has the normal form ’i#j where i = 1; 2 and j∈{0; : : : ; ‘ − 1}, and two elements with i = 1 are
conjugate iI the corresponding exponents j for # have the same parity. Thus every potential “Tip”
is conjugate to either ’ or ’#, and if these are both bicyclic, then so is every element of the “Tip”
coset ’G+v =’〈#〉. The presentation also forces every element of the coset ’〈#〉 to be an involution,
and a 3xedpoint z of ’# satis3es ’(z)=#(z). Thus the condition that all elements of the coset ’〈#〉
are bicyclic is equivalent to the condition that each of the equations ’(z) = z and ’(z) = #z has at
most two solutions.
Proposition 4. Suppose #; ’∈SN satisfy
1. # is equicyclic (with m cycles of length ‘);
2. ’2 = id;
3. ’#’= R#.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. ’ and ’# are both bicyclic;
2. every element of the subgroup Gv= 〈#; ’〉6SN generated by # and ’ is equicyclic or bicyclic;
3. each of the equations ’(z) = z, ’(z) = #z has at most two solutions;
4. Z+(#) ∩ Z−(’) = ∅.
Proof. We have already shown that (4) implies (1), (2), and (3), and that the latter are equivalent.
It remains to show that (3) implies (4).
The mutual relation (3) implies that every #-cycle C ⊂ Y is mapped by ’ to itself or another
#-cycle, so we can consider the induced permutation ’=# on the set Y=# of #-cycles; note that ’
and ’# induce the same permutation on Y=#.
We claim: ’=# is bicyclic.
Clearly, ’=# is an involution. Suppose C∈Y=# is a 3xedpoint of ’=#—that is, ’(C)=C (as subsets
of Y ). Then #|C∈Z−(’|C), and hence C contains precisely two points z with ’(z)∈{z; #(z)}. From
condition (3) it follows that ’=# has at most two 3xedpoints, so is bicyclic.
Let
=#= C0; : : : ;CM−1
be a proper section for ’=#, and take =#∈Z−(’=#) the cyclic permutation on Y=# coordinated with
=#. This gives a numbering of the #-cycles
Y=#= {C0;C1; : : : ;CM−1}
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with =#(Ci) = Ci+1 (modM). Replacing =# with its dual if necessary, we can assume that if ’=#
possesses any 3xedpoints, then C0 is one of them. Note that
’(Cj) = Cj′ ;
where for j = 0; : : : ; M − 1
j′ = m− 
− j
and 
= 0 if ’(C0) =C0, or 
= 1 otherwise (i.e., ’=# has no 3xedpoints). In the 3rst case at least
one of ’, ’# has a 3xedpoint in C0, and we can assume it is ’.
We number the points in each #-cycle
Cj = {x0; j ; : : : ; x‘−1; j}
according to the following scheme:
1. If 
= 0 = j, pick x0;0 a 3xedpoint of ’ in C0, and set
xi;0 := #i(x0;0); i = 1; : : : ; l− 1:
Note that
’(xi;0) = xiˆ;0;
where 0ˆ = 0 and for i = 1; : : : ; ‘ − 1; iˆ = ‘ − i.
2. If ’=# has two 3xedpoints, the 3rst is C0 and m is even, so the second is Cm=2. Since ’ has at
least one 3xedpoint in C0, it has at most one 3xedpoint in Cm=2, and so at least one point z with
’(z) = #(z);
set x0;m=2 equal to this common value, and set
xi;m=2 := #i(x0;m=2); i = 1; : : : ; ‘ − 1
noting that
’(xi;m=2) = xiˆ;m=2;
where
iˆ = ‘ − 1− i for i = 0; : : : ; ‘ − 1:
3. If ’(Cj) = Cj′ with j = j′, we can assume j¡ j′ so
06 j6M − 1¡j′6m− 1:
Pick x0; j ∈Cj arbitrarily, and number the rest of Cj as
xi; j := #i(x0; j); i = 1; : : : ; ‘ − 1
but also number Cj′ via
xi; j′ := ’(xiˆ; j);
where
iˆ := ‘ − 1− i:
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This pair of numberings gives
’(xi; j) = xiˆ; j′ ; ’(xi; j′) = xiˆ; j:
Now, we intertwine the cycles by numbering Y as
ymi+j := xi; j i = 0; : : : ; ‘ − 1; j = 0; : : : ; m− 1:
We claim that the cyclic permutation  of Y determined by this numbering
(yt) := yt+1 (modN )
belongs to Z+(#) ∩ Z−(’).
If t = mi + j, then
 m(yt) = yt+m = yj+m(i+1) = #(yt)
so #=  m and hence ∈Z+(#).
To see that also ∈Z−(’), we need to calculate ’(yt) in terms of t. First, y0 = x0;0 satis3es
’(y0) =
{
x0;0 = y0 if 
= 0;
x‘−1;m−1 = yN−1 = R(y0) otherwise:
For t = 0, we will prove the formula
’(yt) = yN−
−t ; t = 1; : : : ; N − 1 (9)
from which it follows that ∈Z−(’). We have, for t = j + mi,
’(yt) = yj′+miˆ;
where
• if 
= 1,
j′ = m− 1− j; iˆ = ‘ − 1− i
so
j′ + miˆ = (m− 1− j) + m(‘ − 1− j) = N − 1− t;
• if 
= 0 = j and i = 1; : : : ; ‘ − 1, then
j′ = 0; iˆ = ‘ − i
so
j′ + miˆ = m(‘ − i) = N − t;
• if 
= 0¡j, then
j′ = m− j; iˆ = ‘ − 1− i;
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so
j′ + miˆ = m− j + m(‘ − 1− i) = N − t:
This establishes (9) and hence the proposition.
When # and ’ satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 4, we wish to 3nd all elements of Z+(#) ∩
Z−(’). An element of this set is a cyclic permutation v satisfying av=# for some a with gcd(a; N )=
m (the number of #-cycles) and ’v= Rv’. If d is a number relatively prime to ‘ (the length of the
#-cycles) and Rd is its “reciprocal” modulo N (d Rd = 1(modN )) then dv is also cyclic and satis3es
these properties with a replaced by a Rd. In particular, we can pick v ∈Z+(#)∩ Z−(’) with mv = #;
every other element of Z+(#) ∩ Z−(’) is then a power of v with exponent relatively prime to ‘.
We concentrate on 3nding these permutations. By Eqs. (7) and (8), if −=y0; : : : ; y −1 is a proper
section for ’ coordinated with v such that #= mv then
#(yi) =
{
yi+m; 06 i¡ − m;
’(y2 +"−3−i);  − m6 i¡m
(10)
and
#−m(yi) =
{
’(ym+1−"′−i); 06 i¡m;
yi−m m6 i¡ :
(11)
Eliminating v from an a priori role in this picture, we say that − = y0; : : : ; y −1 is a joint section
for # equicyclic (m cycles of length ‘) and ’ bicyclic ( =(N + f)=2 cycles, where f is the number
of 3xedpoints) satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 4 if
1. − = y0; : : : ; y −1 is a proper section for ’;
2. + := y0; : : : ; ym is a section for #;
3. Eqs. (10) and (11) hold.
In the extreme cases, m = N (resp. m = 1), a joint section is any proper section for ’ (resp. one
coordinated with the cyclic permutation #). For 1¡m¡N we have ‘¿ 2, so  ¿N=2¿m and in
particular (2) makes sense. Note that the dual of a joint section is again a joint section.
When the construction in the proof of Proposition 2 is applied to a joint section for # and ’
(regarded as merely a proper section for ’) where # and ’ satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 4,
the resulting cyclic permutation v is an element of Z−(’) such that mv =#, so v ∈Z+(#)∩Z−(’).
Summarizing, we have
Theorem 1. The geometrizable permutation groups Gv6SN are given by the following:
1. Gv = G+v is a virtual rotation group—that is, conjugate to a subgroup of I
+
N—i= it is cyclic
with equicyclic generator #. In this case, the set Z+(Gv)=Z+(#) of local orientations preserved
by Gv is parametrized by the set +(#) of sections described in Proposition 2;
2. Gv is a group involving virtual ;ips—that is, conjugate to a subgroup of IN not contained in
I+N—i= it has a presentation
Gv = 〈#; ’|#‘ = ’2 = id; ’#’= R#〉
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with # and ’ satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 4. In this case, the bijection given in
Proposition 2 between the set Z−(’) of local orientations reversed by ’ and the set −(’)
of (dual pairs of) proper sections for ’ restricts to a correspondence between the elements
v ∈Z+(#)∩ Z−(’) satisfying mv = # and the set (#; ’) of (dual pairs of) joint sections for #
and ’. Every element of Z+(#)∩Z−(’) is a power dv of such a v, with d relatively prime to ‘,
so Z+(#)∩Z−(’) is in one-to-one correspondence with (#; ’)×P‘, where P‘ := {d|0¡d¡‘
and gcd(d; ‘) = 1}.
5. Realizable groups of automorphisms
We are now in a position to determine which subgroups G6Aut(X) can be realized by homeo-
morphisms of punctured surfaces. By Lemma 2, for a given group G we need to 3nd a transverse
orientation  on X and a list D of geometric edges such that for each g∈G,  is compatible with
g and the set of edges twisted by g (with respect to ) equals the symmetric diIerence DWg(D).
Theorem 1 gives necessary conditions for existence of a compatible orientation , and Lemma 3
identi3es a further necessary condition for existence of the pair (;D).
The special case when the homeomorphisms are all required to preserve an orientation on the
surface (in particular, D= ∅) is simpler, and we tackle it 3rst.
Proposition 5. G6Aut(X) is realizable by a group of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of
some (orientable) punctured surface if and only if the stabilizer Gv of every v∈ vert(X) is generated
by an equicyclic permutation of star(v).
Proof. Necessity (only if) follows from the 3rst statement of Theorem 1. For su2ciency, pick
V = {v1; : : : ; vk} a section for the action of G on vert(X), and for each v∈ vert(X) pick -v ∈G such
that -−1v (v) = vi ∈V (i depends on v). For i = 1; : : : ; k, let i be a local orientation at vi ∈V which
is preserved by every element of the stabilizer Gi of vi. Since -v is an automorphism for every
v∈ vert(X), we can extend the set of local orientations i to a transverse orientation  on X by
de3ning, for v∈ vert(X),
v = (-v)∗(vi):
Then -v conjugates Gi with Gv, and v is preserved by Gv. It is straightforward to check that if
g(v) = v′ then on star(v),
g= -v′ ◦ g˜ ◦ -−1v
for some g˜∈Gi, where
-−1v (v) = -
−1
v′ (v
′) = vi ∈V:
It follows that g∗() =  for all g∈G, and so G is realizable over X ,→ S(; ∅).
The general case requires an assumption not identi3ed by Theorem 1 or Lemma 3. Consider the
graph X consisting of an edge e0 such that star(v=
(e0))={e0; e1; e2}, star(v′=!(e0))={ Re0; e′1; e′2},
and the other vertices !(ei); !(e′i) are all ends. The automorphism g∈Aut(X) de3ned by e0 → Re0,
ei → e′i , e′i → e3−i has g2 ∈Gv ∩ Gv′ bicyclic at v and v′. But X is a tree, so any surface with X
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as a spine is a disc—and an even power of a homeomorphism of a disc is orientation-preserving.
It follows that g cannot be realized by any homeomorphism. This phenomenon is prevented by the
3rst hypothesis in the following.
Theorem 2. A group G6Aut(X) of graph automorphisms (where the graph X is connected and
has no valence 2 vertices) is realizable by a group of homeomorphisms of some punctured surface
if and only if
1. for every edge e∈E(X), if g∈G satis?es g(e) = e or Re then g2 = id (on X);
2. for every essential vertex v∈ vert(X), if g∈G satis?es g(e)= e for every e∈ star(v) then g= id
(on X);
3. for every vertex v∈ vert(X), the stabilizer Gv, as a subgroup of Aut(Xv) ≈ SN , is geometrizable
(conjugate to a subgroup of IN ).
Proof. The necessity of (2) (resp. (3)) follows from Lemma 3 (resp. Theorem 1). To see necessity
of (1), note that if e is not a loop, then D(
(e)) ∪R(|e|) ∪D(!(e)) is a disc invariant under the
standard realization of g, so g2 3xes each end of e and preserves both local orientations there; hence
g2 is a virtual rotation at each end, and it follows from Lemma 3 that g2 = id on X, unless X= |e|,
in which case g2 = id is trivial.
To prove su2ciency, start again with a section V = {v1; : : : ; vk} for the action of G on vert(X),
and for each v∈ vert(X) pick -v ∈G with -−1v (v) = vi ∈V . For i = 1; : : : ; k, pick a local orientation
i respected by Gi, and use -v to transfer these to local orientations v at all vertices v∈ vert(X). A
particular orientation v can be aIected by the choice of -v, but only up to reversal, so in any case
the transverse orientation g∗() is compatible with  for each g∈G; furthermore, since -v conjugates
Gi with Gv, the stabilizer Gv respects v.
Suppose g∈G twists some geometric edge |e| (relative to ). Write v= 
(e), w=!(e), v′= g(v),
w′ = g(w) such that g∗(v) = v′ , but g∗(w) = w′ . By de3nition, v = w and all four vertices are
essential. If g(|e|) = |e|, we must have g(e) = Re (otherwise g = id by (2)), but then g2∗(v) = v′ ,
contradicting g2=id by (1). This shows that g cannot twist a geometric edge while taking it to itself.
Furthermore, if g′ is another automorphism taking |e| to the same geometric edge (g′(|e|) = g(|e|)),
then g−1g′ cannot twist |e|, so g′ must also twist |e|.
Now, let E = {|e1|; : : : ; |eL} be a section for the action of G on geometric edges, and let
D= {g(|e|)| |e| ∈E and g twists |e| relative to }:
By our remarks above, D is well-de3ned, and if g′ twists g(|e|)∈D, then g′g does not twist |e|,
so g′(|e|) ∈ D, and vice-versa. It follows that G is realizable over the embedding X ,→ S(;D), by
Proposition 1.
To parametrize the basic realizations of G6Aut(X) up to combinatorial equivalence, we examine
the eIect of the choices we made in the proof of Theorem 2. Let us 3x the sections V ⊂ vert(X)
and E for the action on vertices and geometric edges. The local orientations i at vi ∈V are chosen
arbitrarily among those respected by the stabilizers Gi; the “transfer” functions -v determine all
other local orientations, hence , and D is determined by the requirement that E ∩ D = ∅. If one
of the transfer functions -v is replaced by -′v, then v may be replaced by Rv, but then D will also
be changed by a reversal at v, and the resulting realization will be combinatorially equivalent to
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the initial one. Thus the combinatorial equivalence class is independent of the choice of transfer
functions -v. Note that the same argument applies to replacing some i with its inverse Ri. Similarly,
a modi3cation of V by replacing a geometric edge |e| with some image g(|e|) changes nothing if
g does not twist |e|, and forces local reversals along the g-orbit of one end of |e| if g does twist
|e|—again, the combinatorial equivalence class is unaIected. Thus the combinatorial equivalence
class is determined by the choice of combinatorial class of the embedding Xvi ,→ D(vi) for each
vi ∈V ; letting 1i denote all such choices at vi, we see that the combinatorial equivalence classes of
realizations of G6Aut(X) are parametrized by the product set
k∏
i=1
1i;
where each 1i is the quotient of the structure described in Theorem 1 by the identi3cation of each
cyclic permutation i with its inverse Ri.
We can combine Proposition 5 and Theorem 2 to identify the groups G6Aut(X) which are
realizable on an orientable surface:
Proposition 6. G6Aut(X) (where X is connected and has no valence 2 vertices) is realizable by
a group of homeomorphisms on an orientable surface if and only if there is a subgroup G+6G
of index at most 2 such that for every vertex v∈ vert(X),
1. the stabilizer G+v of v in G
+ is generated by an equicyclic permutation #v on star(v) and
2. the stabilizer Gv of v in G is geometrizable, and every ’v ∈Gv\G+v is bicyclic with ’v#v’v= R#v.
Proof. The homeomorphisms of any connected (orientable) surface S which preserve an orientation
form a subgroup of index 2 in Homeo(S), so necessity of (1) and (2) follows. Conversely, if we
repeat the proof of Proposition 5 for G+, but taking care that each local orientation i is also reversed
by any ’v ∈Gv\G+v , we obtain a realization of G.
For (the cyclic group generated by) a single automorphism, realizability can be characterized as
follows:
Remark 1. An automorphism g∈Aut(X) (X a connected 3nite graph with no valence 2 vertices)
is realizable by a homeomorphism on some surface if and only if
1. any iterate preserving a geometric edge is an involution: gk(e)=e or Re for some e∈E(X) implies
g2k = id on X and
2. any iterate 3xing three distinct edges with a common initial vertex is trivial: if v∈ vert(X) and
ei ∈ star(v) (i = 1; 2; 3) are distinct, then gk(ei) = ei (i = 1; 2; 3) implies gk = id on X.
If the surface is required to be orientable, then condition (1) is replaced by
if k is even, then gk(e) = e for some e∈E(X) implies gk = id on X.
If in addition the homeomorphism is required to preserve orientation, then the preceding condition
applies regardless of the parity of k.
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The reader is invited to con3rm the following quick examples. Let X be a bouquet of two circles
(a “3gure eight” graph) and orient the two loops as e1 and e2: then
1. the automorphism e1 → e2 → e1 can be realized on a twice-punctured disc as a half-turn rotation
(orientation preserving) or as a reTection across an axis (orientation reversing), as well as on a
once-punctured Klein bottle (nonorientable);
2. the automorphism e1 → Re2, e2 → e1 can be realized in an orientation-preserving manner (on
a once-punctured torus) or on a twice-punctured projective plane (nonorientable), but not as an
orientation-reversing homeomorphism;
3. the automorphism 3xing e1 and reversing e2 can be realized as an orientation reversing home-
omorphism (of the once-punctured torus) or on a once-punctured Klein bottle or a punctured
MYobius band, but not as an orientation-preserving homeomorphism.
More subtly, form a graph X with two vertices vi; i = 1; 2, two geometrically distinct edges ai
satisfying 
(a1)=v1=!(a2) and 
(a2)=v2=!(a1) and, for i=1; 2, a pair bi; j; j=1; 2 of geometrically
distinct loops at vi. Then the automorphism which exchanges a1 with a2 and maps b1; j to Rb2; j but
b2; j to b1; j has g2 bicyclic at vi, so cannot be realized on an orientable surface, but it is realizable on
several nonorientable surfaces, in particular the Klein bottle with four punctures. We note in passing
that in [9] we used an earlier version of Remark 1 to prove realizability for a natural class of graph
automorphisms.
6. Invariant spines
Our investigation of embeddings of graph automorphisms in surface homeomorphisms was initially
prompted by the use of the graph automorphism as a simple model encoding data about the surface
homeomorphism. In this section we show that all 3nite group actions on punctured surfaces can be
encoded in this way, by establishing that every such action leaves some spine setwise invariant. We
have not been able to locate a proof of this elementary fact in the literature.
We start with an extension result; note that we allow a spine for S to intersect the boundary @S.
Lemma 4. Suppose S is an orientable connected punctured surface and X is a (not necessarily
connected ) graph embedded in S.
If
1. X is nonseparating (S\X is connected ) and
2. X does not contain the boundary (@S\X = ∅),
then there is a spine for S which contains X.
Proof. Let U denote the complement of X in S; by modifying X (hence U) if necessary, we will
be able to assume enough properties for U that our conclusion will be clear. U is connected by
assumption. If it has positive genus we can lower it by adjoining to X a nonseparating loop in U,
so we can assume U has genus 0. By adjoining to X all but one component of U ∩ @S we can
assume the intersection of U with @S (if nonempty) is connected. These assumptions imply that U
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is an open disc with a 3nite number (possibly zero) of discs removed and the whole outer edge,
or a single arc in it, adjoined. By adjoining to X a single point interior to U together with an arc
connecting it to each component of clos U\U (the latter is already a subset of X) we get a graph
Y whose complement in S is either a single open annulus with its outer edge adjoined (and equal
to Y ∩ @S) or a single disc whose edge consists of a closed arc in Y and an open arc (equal to
@S\Y). In either case, S is a deformation retract of Y, which in turn is a graph containing X.
Now suppose H6Homeo(S) is a 3nite group of homeomorphisms of the punctured surface S.
Since the 3xedpoint set of any h∈H is closed, the singular set H of H , de3ned as the set of
points with nontrivial stabilizer,
H := {s∈ S | ∃h∈H: { :h(s) = s and h = id}
is a closed H -invariant set. Note that the stabilizer Hs of any point contains the stabilizer of every
nearby point, so for a su2ciently small neighborhood U of s, H ∩ U = Hs ∩ U .
Lemma 5. The singular set is a graph embedded in S.
Proof. If h∈H 3xes a boundary point s∈ @S, then it leaves setwise invariant the boundary circle
containing s and hence, if nontrivial, is a reTection across some axis through s, so it is isolated in
H ∩ @S.
Observe that our comments on invariant neighborhoods of 3xedpoints in Section 3 imply in
particular that any interior point s of S has a disc neighborhood U which is invariant under Hs, and
the action of Hs on U is conjugate to a group of isometries of a regular polygon centered at s. The
singular set of such an action consists of 3nitely many rays through s.
We have established that H intersects a neighborhood of each s∈H in a graph, and hence
is itself a graph embedded in S (the possibility that H is a 3nite collection of points is not
excluded).
This allows us to prove the desired result.
Proposition 7. Suppose H6Homeo(S) is a ?nite group of homeomorphisms of the punctured
surface S, with singular set H . There exists a graph X embedded in S such that
1. H ⊂ X,
2. h(X) = X for all h∈H ,
3. X is a spine for S.
Proof. Assume 3rst that S is orientable and consider the projection 5 : S → S=H onto the orbit
space of H .
Away from H , 5 is a local homeomorphism. If s is interior to an axis of reTection (i.e., an edge
of H ) then 5 folds a neighborhood of s along that axis (so maps a disc neighborhood of s onto a
half-disc neighborhood of 5(s)). If s is an isolated vertex of H (Hs consists of rotations) then 5
near s corresponds to  → N in polar coordinates (r; ) (so maps a disc neighborhood of s in S
onto a disc neighborhood of 5(s) in S=H), while if s is a vertex with nonempty star in H then 5
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is a composition of foldings across axes through s, so 5(s) is a boundary point of S=H . Thus S=H
is topologically a punctured surface.
The image 5(H ) is an embedded graph which we claim is nonseparating in S=H . Let - be a
curve in S joining a pair of points outside H . After deformation, assume - crosses H transversally:
if -t ∈H , then -t is not a vertex, and for some ¿ 0 the restriction to -[t−; t+] of the reTection
whose axis contains -t corresponds to -t+s → -t−s. In particular, -t− and -t+ belong to the same
H -orbit, so project to the same point of S=H . It follows that the set -˙ of arcs obtained by deleting
from - the open subarcs -(t−; t+) for all the (3nitely many) -t ∈H projects to an arc 5(-˙) in S=H
joining 5(-0) to 5(-1) and missing 5(H ).
Thus, by Lemma 4, 5(H ) extends to a spine Y for S=H . But then X= 5−1[Y] is a spine for S
which is H -invariant.
When S is not orientable, we apply the preceding argument to the orientable double cover S+ of
S and the homeomorphism group H+ obtained from H by “lifting” (H+ → H is two-to-one). Then
the projection to S of the H+-invariant spine X+ for S+ is an H -invariant spine for S.
Note that while our construction may yield a spine X intersecting @S at some ends of X, it is
easy to (equivariantly) retract the edges hitting @S to obtain an H -invariant spine disjoint from @S
(although no longer containing all of H ).
7. Outer automorphisms
We close this paper with some comments on the relevance of our results to realizability questions
for outer automorphisms.
The action of any homeomorphism h of a space S on loops de3nes, up to inner automorphisms, an
action on the fundamental group 51(S). Thus a group H6Homeo(S) of homeomorphisms naturally
corresponds to a subgroup of the group Out(51(S)) of outer automorphisms (the quotient of the
automorphism group by the normal subgroup of inner automorphisms). It is natural to ask which
subgroups of Out(51(S)) arise from a homeomorphism group on a surface S. The Dehn–Nielsen
theorem (e.g. [14, Theorem 5.6.2]) says that every (outer) automorphism of a surface group can be
realized by some homeomorphism of the appropriate closed surface. However, the situation is more
complicated for punctured surfaces. The fundamental group of any punctured surface is free, but only
certain members of Out(Fn) can be realized by surface homeomorphisms [12]. Bestvina and Handel
[1] showed that an element of Out(Fn) with every iterate irreducible which preserves or reverses
some nontrivial cyclic word is realizable: this applies only to automorphisms of in3nite order. Dicks
and Ventura [5] showed that an irreducible 3nite-order element of Out(Fn) is realizable. The results
we have reported in this paper have recently been used by Chris Thomas [13] to identify necessary
conditions for realizability on a surface of a 3nite subgroup of Out(Fn); these conditions su2ce in
certain cases (including cyclic subgroups) but not in others.
The connection between graph automorphisms and Out(Fn) rests on Culler’s theorem [2] that
every 3nite subgroup of Out(Fn) represents the fundamental group action of some group of graph
automorphisms. Collapsing invariant forests does not change the homotopy type, and Krsti$c [8]
has shown, given an action with no invariant forests, how to produce the complete (3nite) set of
such actions inducing the same subgroup of Out(Fn). We will show below that collapsing invariant
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forests does not destroy the conditions in Theorem 2 for realizability of a 3nite group of graph
automorphisms; combined with Proposition 7, this shows that checking these conditions for the
3nite set of graph representatives identi3ed by Krsti$c decides whether a given 3nite subgroup of
Out(Fn) can be realized on some surface.
Proposition 8. If G6Aut(X) is a group of graph automorphisms satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 2 and X=F is the graph obtained by collapsing each tree in the G-invariant forest F, then
the induced subgroup of Aut(X=F) also satis?es the conditions of Theorem 2.
Proof. The edges of X=F are naturally identi3ed with the edges of X not in F, and for any such
edge e or |e| its stabilizer is not changed by the collapse, so conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 2
survive the collapse of any invariant forest.
We handle condition (3), in eIect, by induction on the size of the forest: instead of a wholesale
collapse, we consider a partial collapse, chopping away at branches of F, and show that (3) survives
any such operation. The full collapse of F can be achieved in a 3nite number of chopping operations.
Note 3rst that any vertex whose star is disjoint from F survives in X=F, together with its star,
so (3) survives at these points. Now, suppose e is an edge in F with w = !(e) an end of the
tree containing it; let v = 
(e) and consider Fe :=
⋃
g∈G g(|e|). Note that since w is an end of F,
Gw =Ge ⊂ Gv. If Gw =Gv, Fe is an invariant subforest whose components are |e| and its various
images under G. Otherwise, the images of |e| under elements of Gv form a subtree Y of Xv, whose
images under G are the components of the forest Fe. We will show that in either case, (3) survives
the collapse of Fe, thus proving the proposition.
If Gw=Gv, then Y collapses to v(Y)∈ vert(X=Fe) with star(v(Y))= star(v)∪ star(w)\{e; Re}. Any
element g∈Gv(Y) = G|e| is an involution by (1). A nontrivial element of Ge is bicyclic at v and
w, so 3xes at most one edge other than e (resp. Re) at v (resp. w), and so is bicyclic at v(Y). Any
other element g∈G|e| interchanges v with w, so every edge at v(Y) belongs to a 2-cycle, and g is
still bicyclic at v(Y).
If Gw = Gv, then the vertex v(Y)∈ vert(X=Fe) has as its star the union of edges at the ends
gk(w) of Y which are not contained in Y, together with any edges at v not contained in Y. The
preceding argument shows that a nontrivial element of Ge is bicyclic at v(Y). An element g∈Gv
not 3xing w takes an edge at w to an edge at g(w), so the order of each such edge in star(v(Y))
equals the order of e in star(v), while every edge in star(v)\Y has the same order as an element of
star(v) or of star(v(Y)). It follows that g is either equicyclic or bicyclic simultaneously on star(v)
and star(v(Y)).
This completes the proof that (1) survives the collapse of an invariant forest.
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